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Abstract 

The predictive power of word order typologies in the Greenbergian tradition is avoidably 
weak. The set of syntactic properties that can be unfailingly predicted from the mere fact that 
a language is categorized as SVO rather than SOV or VSO, is undersized. Presently, word 
order patterns are unreliable predictors, for at least two reasons. First, VX patterns are struc-
turally ambiguous. Second, the SVO pattern invites misclassifications to a large extent.  

The predictive power of a taxonomy, that is, the assignment of a given language to a type, can 
be notably enhanced if word order patterns are matched with the properties of phrase struc-
tures that are causal for the respective serialization patterns. A more reliable predictor of a 
wide range of syntactic properties is the structural position of the head of a phrase within the 
phrase: head-final, head-initial, and crucially, variable positioning of the head within its 
phrase, as a hitherto underestimated property. If the latter type fails to be recognized as a type 
of its own, misclassifications are unavoidable.  

Misclassifications frequently result from contaminating SVO languages and languages with 
variable head positioning since the subject-verb-object serialization is a frequent pattern of 
simple clauses in languages of the latter type. Since the two types – head-initial vs. variable – 
differ in essential syntactic respects, the aggregate of genuine and misclassified SVO lan-
guages is syntactically inconsistent, with almost zero predictive power.  

This paper lists and analyses ten syntactic properties.  These properties directly correlate with 
the grammatically determined, canonical positioning of the head within its phrase. Hence they 
serve as diagnostics for more accurate type assignments, with SOV, SVO, VSO, and VHP 
(variably head-positioning) as major syntactic clause types. A taxonomy based on phrase 
structure gains a much higher predictive power than the mere inspection of frequent lineariza-
tion patterns. 

1. Introduction 

In word order typology, taxonomic accuracy as well as predictive power need to be enhanced. 
Current typological investigations usually understand the Greenbergian word order denomina-
tors (e.g. SOV, SVO, VSO) as immediate diagnostic markers1 for the presence or absence of 
particular syntactic properties. However, the reliability of correlations anchored on such ele-
mentary word-order patterns is limited, the main source of limitations being the following. 

Word order is a secondary property. It is the correlate of a primary property, namely the syn-
tactic structure of linguistic expressions. Structure determines word order but word order does 
not fully predict structure. There is no one-to-one relation between word order and structure. 
The very same word order may be compatible with different but incompatible structures. 

                                                
1 A linguistic "marker" – in analogy to the concept of bio-markers in biology – is a linguistic trait such as a par-
ticular word order pattern that serves as an identifier of a particular language type. The types are correlated with 
the presence or absence of specific grammatical properties.   
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Grammars determine the mapping from structures to word orders, that is, from structure to 
linear arrays, but the inverse is a one-to-many relation. In other words, a given linearization of 
lexemes may be structurally ambiguous, even within the same language. 

Nonetheless, it is understandable that typologists prefer watching out for word-order based 
correlations. Word order is directly accessible information, structure is not. Structures are de-
termined by the grammar of a language, but for many languages in typological samples, there 
is a shortage of reliable structural information. Relevant information may be missing and the 
grammatical reality may be inadequately presented in crucial aspects by descriptive grammar-
ians or informants. 

Fortunately, this impasse does not lead into a take-it-or-leave-it dilemma. There are some cru-
cial structural properties that closely correlate with word order cross-linguistically. Such a 
property is the positioning of the head of a phrase within its phrase. This paper shall focus on 
syntactic properties that correlate with the position of the heads of major phrases, such as verb 
phrases, noun phrases, adjective phrases and particle phrases. Since the verb phrase is a basic 
constituent of a clause, the properties of verb phrases determine core properties of clauses as 
well. 

1.1 Head positions within phrases - final, initial, or variable 

It is commonplace that linguistic expressions are structured, that is, they are not mere linear 
concatenations of lexical units. For the majority of languages, a level of organization that is 
customarily referred to as the level of phrases is easily detectable, even without full know-
ledge of all relevant grammatical details of a language.  

Phrases are endocentric, that is, they consist of a "head" that is associated with other phrases 
by various grammatical means. The syntactic category of the head determines the category of 
the phrase.2 However, the items that constitute a given phrase are not always contiguous. 
Grammars of most languages permit displacements. Typically, a displaced item is a phrasal 
constituent, but in quite a few languages, heads may be displaced as well.3 Typically, a consti-
tuent of a phrase in a position outside of the phrase it belongs to is in a filler-gap relation. The 
outside phrase is the filler for something absent inside the phrase it belongs to.  

In many languages, the positioning of the head within a phrase follows a uniform pattern. The 
head position is peripheral. It either follows or precedes the dependent phrases4 within its own 
phrase. When this property is uniform across all head categories in a given language, this lan-
guage is a strictly head-initial or a strictly head-final language. English, for instance, is strictly 
head initial. Japanese, on the other hand, is strictly head final.  

                                                
2 There seems to exist a minority group of languages, as for instance the Salish languages (Jelinek & Demers 
1994:698), that do not provide a partitioning of lexical items into distinct lexical categories. In such languages, 
the only way of phrasal organization is the combination of a functor with its argument. Complex utterances are 
composed of multiple elementary functor-argument propositions: „Salish languages are as close to 1st order 
predicate logic as natural languages get." (Cable 2008:1). Such languages are outside the scope of this paper. 
3 A well-known case is "V-second" in Germanic languages. The finite verb is in a fronted position. In typology, 
this should be common place at least since Mallinson & Blake (1981:129). 
4 Modifying phrases – attributes of noun phrases or adverbials of verb phrases – do not count as dependent 
phrases. Their serialization is not strictly tied to the serialization of the dependent elements.  
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However, neither cross-categorial uniformity nor peripherality is a universal property of 
phrasal heads. First, there are languages that differentiate the position of the head along cate-
gories.5 In a number of languages, such as for instance Persian or German, verb phrases are 
head final while noun phrases (1) are head initial. The respective head positions are peripheral 
in each case. As for attributive adnominal modifiers, they are not dependents of N°, so they 
may precede, as in German (1b), or follow (1d), as in Persian, or there may be variation, as in 
Romance languages.  

Since in Persian, attributes follow the NP, the head-initial noun appears to be peripheral not 
only for the NP proper (1c) but also for an NP plus a modifier (1d). In German (1b), modifiers 
precede the NP, but complements of the noun follow. The adjective phrase itself is head-final 
in German (1b). 

(1) a. [ÜbersetzungenN° des Texts in das Persische]NP  German 

    translations the textGen into the Persian  
  'translations of the text into Persian' 
 b. [[ihm bekannte]AP [ÜbersetzungenN° des Text in das Persische]NP]NP    
    [himDat known]AGR       translations   the textGen into the Persian 
  'translations of the text into Persion (that are) known to him' 
 c. [sākenN° e Tehrān]NP  Persian 
  resident EZ Tehran  (EZ = 'ezafe' particle)6 
 d. [dānešjuN° [ye [alāqemandA° [e zabānšenāsi]]AP]]NP  (Moinzadeh 2005:44) 
        student      EZ    interested      EZ linguistics  
        'student interested in linguistics 

Second, the peripherality property of heads is not a universal property, contrary to widely 
shared but insufficiently grounded claims in the grammar-theory literature. In typological 
approaches, on the other hand, this possibility is explicitly accepted: "Languages with highly 
flexible word order are themselves a linguistic type." (Dryer 2007:113). 

Given that the peripherality constraint is not universal, this leaves room for a type of phrase 
structure that has not yet been acknowledged in phrase structure theories. In addition to the 
types with a fixed, peripheral head position – either phrase-initial or phrase-final – there is 
evidence for the existence of a type with variable head-positioning ("VHP"). 

Slavic languages are easily accessible, well-described, but misclassified languages with varia-
ble head-positioning, at least for verbs as heads of verb phrases. They tend to be misclassified 
as SVO languages and thereby as languages with head-initial phrases. Here is an example 
from Polish (2). Leszkowicz (2015:121) refers to Polański (2003), who explicitly states that in 
principle any order of the verb in relation to subject and objects is a grammatical option in 
Polish.  

The simplest way of describing the variation of the verb position in (2) in contrast to English 
or Japanese is one in terms of grammatically free verb positioning. The verb may surface in a 
clause-final position (2a), in a clause-initial position (2d), or in intermediate positions (2b,c). 

                                                
5 In the literature, frequently a pejoratively loaded term is used, viz. "disharmonic" (cf. Hawkins 2014:106-115). 
6 "EZ" glosses a particle that is known as the "ezāfe" particle. It joins phases following a head with this head. 
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In addition, the relative order of the nominal arguments in (2) may vary, too. This amounts to 
twenty-four (= 4!) possible different serializations of the four items following the complemen-
tizer in (2). 

 (2) a. (że) Marek Ewie kwiaty dał.     Polish  
     (that) MarekNom EveDat flowersAcc gave   (Leszkowicz 2015:121) 
 b. (że) Marek Ewie dał kwiaty.   
 c. (że) Marek dał Ewie kwiaty.      
 d. (że) dał Marek Ewie kwiaty. 

All of these variants are grammatical but of course not equivalent with respect to effects that 
depend on pragmatic side effects, viz. information structure. Thus, some of these serializa-
tions are compatible with more contexts of utterance than others.  

An essential ingredient of such a word order freedom on the clause level is the positioning of 
the verbal head within the VP. Variable positioning of a verbal head within its phrase is a 
general property not only of Slavic languages but in fact of an underestimated number of lan-
guages worldwide. Current descriptions of languages such a Polish – in typological as well as 
in theoretical schools of linguistics – take (2c) to be the order closest to an assumed 'base' 
order or 'dominant' order. As a consequence, Polish is labelled SVO. Generative grammarians 
would derive the other orders by shifting back and forth the subject and the objects, respec-
tively. In any of these accounts, Polish appears as a perplexing specimen of an alleged SVO-
type language.  

However, as will be explicated in detail in Section 3, the syntactic properties of Slavic lan-
guages are not exceptional properties of SVO languages. These languages are not exceptional 
at all. They are regular languages of a type that has not been acknowledged by grammar theo-
ry, namely the type of languages with phrase structures that are not constrained by a direc-
tionality constraint for the position of the lexical head of a phrase, that is, the variably-head-
positioning (VHP) type.  

As for the other major phrases, the head-complement order of noun phrases or adjective 
phrases is rarely investigated and documented in typological surveys. Direct information on 
the phrase-internal position of adjectives as heads of complex adjective phrases is usually 
missing completely. However, this information is crucial since it interacts with constraints on 
adjective phrases as modifier phrases of noun phrases. Here is an example.  

In German, adjective phrases are head final, as illustrated by the AP in (1b) and (3d). In uni-
formly head-initial languages such as English or Romance languages, APs are head initial as 
well. This has an immediate effect on the positioning of APs as adnominal attributes, since 
'left' adjuncts of 'left-headed' phrases are subject to an adjacency requirement (see sect. 3.2). 
The head of a modifier phrase that is pre-adjoined to a head-initial phrase must be adjacent to 
the phrase it is adjoined to (Haider 2018). Consequently, head-initial adjective phrases with 
complements are ruled out as prenominal attributes (3a,b). 

(3) a. a [proud (*of herself)]AP woman      
 b. une [fière (*de soi)]AP femme      French 
  a [proudAgr of herself] woman 
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 c. une femme [fièreA° de soi]AP         
 d. eine [auf sich stolzeA°] Frau     German 
  an [of herself proudAgr] woman 
 d. a woman, proud of herself  
 a. eine Frau, stolz auf sich und unbeugsam  
     a woman, proud of herself and unrelenting 

In languages such as French, in which an attribute may precede or follow a noun phrase, 
complex AP attributes invariably follow (3c). In English (3e) as well as in German (3f), com-
plex AP get postponed and treated as appositions to a preceding NP. Their status as apposition 
shows in the lack of agreement morphology in German in the postnominal position. 

German with its head-final adjective phrase (3d) is able to meet the head-adjacency restriction 
for adjuncts of head-initial noun phrases even if the adjective phrase is complex since the 
head-final adjectival phrase meets the adjacency requirement in every case. Cross-linguistic 
surveys of the order of adjectival attributes relative to their target nouns suffer both from ne-
glecting the head-final vs. head-initial property of the adjective phrases in the given languages 
as well as from neglecting the head-positioning type of the NP, that is, head-initial, head-final 
or unconstrained. 

Surveys such as Dryer's (1992:95; Table 17), which displays correlations between OV/VO 
and adjective noun order, would benefit. If the noun phrase is head-initial, as in French (3b), 
complex adjective phrases will always follow, even if adjectival attributes may precede or 
follow the noun phrase. If the adjective phrase is head-final as in German, even complex ad-
jectival attributes may, and in fact have to, precede a head-initial noun phrase. This indicates 
that the positioning of adjective phrases is sensitive to factors that relate to the head position 
of the adjective phrase and the head-positioning of the noun-phrase. As long as these factors 
are not differentiated, overall correlations derived from such mixed samples will remain less 
informative than they could be.7  

As for noun phrases, typological surveys typically focus on the positioning of nominal heads 
in an NP relative to the serialization of "genitives". In the typological tradition, this term un-
fortunately subsumes different and partially incompatible phrasal realizations (see Dryer 
2013c, 2007). In typological terminology, a "genitive" expression may be a noun phrase (4a) 
or a prepositional phrase (4b). Moreover, it may be a complement of the noun, as in (4a), or 
an item that precedes the head-initial noun phrase, such as in (4c). 

(4) a. die [BeschreibungN [solcher Phänomene]NP]     German 
  the description such phenomenaGen 
 b. die Beschreibung [von solchen PhänomenenDat]PP  
  the description       of such phenomena 
 c. Dryers/deren/*solcher Phänomene/ Beschreibung 
  Dryer'sGen/theirGen/such phenomenaGen/ description 

                                                
7 Even if Dryer (1992: 96) is right – "I conclude that <noun, adjective> is not a correlation pair" – regularities 
such as the adjacency requirement for modifiers preceding head-initial noun phrases will be recognizable only 
when the head-positions of the involved phrases are taken into consideration. 
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The terminological umbrella "genitive" that subsumes noun phrases, particle phrases, prenom-
inal possessor phrases or genuine nominal genitives (or equivalent cases) – gives rise to mis-
leading classifications, as for instance in English, which is classified as a language with no 
dominant order for nouns relative to 'genitives' (Dryer 2013a). But English clearly has strict 
and dominant orders. PPs always follow the head-noun of the NP (5a) and never precede (5b), 
while a noun phrase with a possessive marker "-s" never follows (5c) but always precedes 
(5d). What precedes and what follows is clearly different and should not be confounded. It is 
just the fuzzy usage of "genitive", which subsumes structurally disjoint items under a func-
tional cover term, that permits misleading descriptions of "genitive" items that may precede or 
follow a noun. In English, nominal phrases are never complements of a preceding noun. 

(5) a.  the description of the suspect 
 b.*(the) of the suspect description 
 c.*the description the suspect's 
 d.  the suspect's description 

Because of the taxonomic fuzziness underlying such classifications, their predictive accuracy 
is weakened and it is difficult to extract precise cross-linguistic information on the head posi-
tioning within noun phrases from typological surveys. A prenominal noun phrase with a pos-
sessive marker must not be confounded with a postnominal prepositional phrase that may also 
denote a possessor. What is usually missing completely in typological surveys is sufficiently 
reliable information on the position of complements of nouns in an NP, on a par with com-
plements of verbs in a VP, and information on possible order variations within complex NPs. 
Here is an instructive illustration from German. Of course, not every language provides such 
minimal-pair contexts for the different word order properties of verb phrases and noun 
phrases. 

In German, and in Germanic as well as Romance languages in general (see Sleeman [2010], 
Sleeman & Perridon [2011]), verbs are convertible. The infinitival form can be used as a nom-
inal form. In German, verbs are phrase-final heads (6a,b) while nouns are phrase-initial 
(6c,d), as in all Germanic languages. Verbs assign accusative to their preceding direct object; 
verbs converted to nouns assign genitive to the very same item that follows, like all nouns do. 
Head-final phrases permit order variation (6a,b), head-initial phrases don't (6c,d). Conse-
quently, a German VP admits order variation (6a,b) but head-initial phrases such as NPs don't 
(6d). This property, by the way, is one of the prime candidates for cross-linguistically relevant 
correlations of head-positioning and order variation (see Section 3.3). 

 (6) a. [einen Konflikt mit Gewalt lösen]VP     German 
      a conflictAcc by violence solve  
 b. [mit Gewalt einen Konflikt lösen]VP 

   by violence a conflict solve 
 c. das [Lösen eines Konflikts mit Gewalt]NP 

  the  solveInf. a conflictGen by force ('the solving of the conflict by force' 
 d.*das [Lösen mit Gewalt eines Konflikts]NP 

   the solve by violence a conflict 
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In sum, two kinds of highly desirable information should be part of typological surveys, 
namely first, information on the position of the head in the noun phrases relative to a com-
plement of the noun in a given language, and second, information on the order regularities 
within complex noun phrases. Head-final noun-phrases are predicted to admit order variation 
since head-final phrases permit this. Strictly head-initial noun phrases, on the other hand, are 
expected to be strictly ordered, like any other strictly head-initial phrase. This correlation be-
tween head-positioning and order restrictions is a general correlate of the structural make up 
of head-initial phrases in contrast to head-final ones (see Haider 2013: 62-64). Head-final 
phrases admit phrase internal variation, head-initial ones don't. 

1.2 Verb positioning in clauses 

When Greenberg (1963:45) decided to utilize the relative order of S, O, and V as simple and 
easily accessible markers for distinguishing clausal word order patterns, he could not know 
that one of his three major types, namely SVO, viz. his Type II, is difficult to reliably identify 
by the surface order of the three items. Cross-linguistically, the mapping of this order onto a 
structure is a one-to-many mapping. The very order S-V-O is compatible with different but 
incompatible clause structures, all of which give rise to a linear ordering in which in a simple 
clause, a subject precedes the verb, which precedes its object. It is a consequence of this diffi-
culty that in typological surveys, numerous languages are arguably misclassified. Presently, 
"SVO" is not a sufficiently reliable predictor for correlating grammatical properties. 

For Greenberg and many typologists since then, SVO, SOV, and VSO have merely been seri-
alization patterns. However, a serialization pattern is a reflex of structural properties of the 
involved phrases in a given language. The structural conditions provide the relevant level of 
explaining the correlation of patterns within and across syntactical types. Therefore, it is es-
sential to understand SVO and the other types as type labels rather than phenomenological 
markers of specific types of clause structure. The label is the name of a distinct set of syntac-
tic properties. "Same serialization" in simple clauses cannot not be taken at face value and 
equated with "same type" especially in the case of S-V-O. 

If, as many typological surveys do, the order patterns of minimal declarative clauses are taken 
as primary grammatical markers, it is easy to arrive at inaccurate type assignment decisions. 
The mere inspection of the sequence of subject, object and verb in a simple clause of a given 
language is not informative enough. An illustrative case is the variety of alternative, but in-
compatible, type assignments in current literature even for linguistically very well-known 
languages such as the continental West-Germanic languages, that is, Dutch, Frisian, German, 
and Afrikaans. 

For some contemporary typologists, these count as SVO languages (Gell-Mann & Ruhlen 
2011; appendix8), for others they have "no dominant word order"9 (Dryer 2013a), and for yet 

                                                
8 In particular, German and Afrikaans are classified as SVO, Dutch as SVO/SOV, and Frisian is missing. How-
ever, Afrikaans, Dutch, Frisian and German do no differ with respect to the positioning of the finite verbs. They 
are SOV languages with a superimposed verb-second requirement: "The order used for a stylistically unmarked 
version of John saw Mary in German would be SVO, too, but to simply call German an SVO language would 
disguise the verb-second nature of its word order.” (Mallinson & Blake (1981:129).  
9 Actually, the definition of 'no dominant order' is infelicitous since – in Plank’s (2009:61) words – “There is not 
a bit of flexibility about where the German verb is.” For Dryer (2013d), "Dominant order [...] means that it is 
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others they are OV languages (Hawkins 2014:140), which by the way is the structurally ade-
quate categorization.  

Such a state of affairs should be a warning signal. If the basic linguistic classification of well-
studied languages suffers from such a high degree of discrepancy, the chances that the relia-
bility of type assignments for less well-known languages are of a better quality are propor-
tionally low. The problem lies not so much in the lack of information but in the choice of the 
classification parameters. 

Dryer (2013a) acknowledges the verb-second property of German and refines the classifica-
tion. "In German and Dutch, the dominant order is SVO in main clauses lacking an auxiliary 
and SOV in subordinate clauses and clauses containing an auxiliary." This characterization is 
appropriate only for the positioning of the finite verb. However, any claim that SVO in the 
sense of subject-before-verb is a grammatically determined order of main clauses in Dutch or 
German would be wrong. The clause-initial position preceding the finite verb is open for any 
single constituent of the clause, that is, not only for subjects,10 but alternatively for objects, 
adverbials, or nonfinite verbal constituents. In the typological literature, this has been explicit-
ly acknowledged first by Mallinson & Blake (1981:129); see Fn. 8. 

For the appropriate assignment of the label SVO to a given language, it is by no means suffi-
cient to present well-formed, simple, minimal clauses with an S-V-O serialization. Such a 
criterion will produce a large amount of so-called false positives. Languages will be classified 
as SVO although they aren't "SVO languages". The very word order pattern is compatible 
with different and mutually incompatible clause structures. Here is an inexhaustive sample 
(7). 

(7) a. [S [VO]VP]clause "SVO" 
 b. [S Vfin [-- O --]VP]]clause

11 "SOV" + V2   (e.g. German) 
 c. [S [V -- O]clause]clause "VSO" + subject fronting  (e.g. Syrian)12 
 d. [{S V O}]VP&clause  "VHP" – variably V positioning  (e.g. Slavic) 

A language justly filed as SVO is a language with an obligatorily head-initial VP and an ob-
ligatory, VP-external subject position (7a). In (7b-d), the very same surface order results from 
different conditions. In (7b), the verb second property turns the word order of a simple transi-
tive clause of an OV language either into S-V-O or O-V-S, but neither order would warrant 
typing this language as SVO or OVS by itself. (7c) is familiar from VSO languages with the 
option of fronting the subject. (7d), eventually, refers to clause structures based on a VP with 
variable head-positioning. In such languages, the position of the head in a phrase is not re-

                                                                                                                                                   
either the only order possible or the order that is more frequently used." "The expression dominant order is used 
here, rather than the more common expression basic order, to emphasize that priority is given here to the crite-
rion of what is more frequent in language use, as reflected in texts." 
10 More than a century ago, this has been understood and stated explicitly by Oskar Erdmann (1886:183): 
"Durchaus unrichtig ist es, wenn einige Grammatiker hier dem Subjektsnominativ besonderen Anspruch auf die 
erste Stelle einräumen wollen." (It is entirely incorrect if some grammarians concede a special privilege to the 
subject nominative for the first position). 
11 "--" marks the gap position of a displaced item. Here, the subject and the verb are in displaced positions. 
12 The same order variation could be the result of verb fronting, on top of a SVO structure. Such an analysis 
predicts SVO properties. The analysis indicated in (7c) predicts VSO properties. These theoretical options can be 
distinguished, for instance with respect to the grammatical restrictions on subject positions (see sect. 3.4).  
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stricted to the peripheral position. It may appear in any linear order relative to its dependent 
items in the phrase. Slavic languages are well-known for the property in question, as already 
exemplified by Polish in (2). The order S-V-O is a frequent order in these languages but their 
clause structure is not the clause structure of an SVO language. 

Languages such as the Slavic languages in general, and Polish in particular, do not neatly fit 
into the Greenbergian scheme with SOV, SVO, and VSO as the major syndromes. In these 
types, there is a "dominant", that is, grammatically determined order, with the verb in the in-
dicated position. Any typology that assigns Polish and English to the same syntactic type los-
es most of its predictive power because of the conspicuous syntactic differences between gen-
uine SVO languages on the one hand, and languages that resemble Slavic languages, on the 
other hand. The majority of word order alternations in a simple Polish clause is ungrammati-
cal in English and in languages similar to English.  

1.3 Types as predictors 

Adequately defined types are bundles of syntactic properties that characterize core properties 
of the members of the given type. Being a member of a given type means sharing the proper-
ties of this type. So, assignment of a given language to a type predicts that the given language 
matches the core properties of the type. There may be variation between the members of a 
type in peripheral properties but there must be an invariant core of properties if type assign-
ment is of any practical use and theoretical significance. The invariant core amounts to a set 
of predictions for grammatical properties to be met by any language assigned to a given type. 

If it were legitimate to file Slavic languages as SVO languages, they ought to share a substan-
tive set of the defining properties of SVO languages, that is, the properties that follow directly 
from the particular clausal architecture of an SVO language. Slavic languages, however, sys-
tematically differ from uncontroversial SVO languages in numerous properties that are core 
properties of SVO languages (see Haider Hubert & Szucsich 2018). 

As Dixon (2011:183) emphasizes, Slavic languages are not exceptional in this respect: “More 
of the world’s languages are like Russian than are like English.” If taxonomic considerations 
coerced the grouping of Slavic languages together with English, North-Germanic or Romance 
under the same type, then Slavic languages would have to be acknowledged as highly excep-
tional when comparing their syntactic profile with that of uncontroversial SVO languages. 
Clearly, this would be an undesirable taxonomic decision since it entails the weakening of the 
definition of the "SVO" type to such an extent that it loses most if not all of its predictive 
power.  

In the following section, ten grammatical properties will be reviewed that correlate with the 
head positioning in phrases, and in particular in verb phrases. The first five properties (3.1 to 
3.5) can be tested in virtually any language with phrases based on lexical categories. The final 
three properties (3.8 to 3.10) are limited to those languages that displace phrases in interroga-
tive clauses and syntactically related constructions, such as relative clauses. The properties 3.6 
and 3.7 are limited to SOV languages. They serve as evidence of a particular property of SOV 
languages, namely the syntactic clustering of clause-final sequences of verbs. 
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It will be argued that the properties discussed in the following sections provide a more ade-
quate basis for re-defining the major Greenbergian types – SOV, SVO, VSO – once this set is 
completed with a type that Greenberg's scheme did not explicitly foresee, namely the type 
with variable V positioning, that is, the VHP type. The three major Greenbergian types (8a-c) 
are types with a fixed verb position within the verb phrase. In the missing type (8d), grammar 
does not narrow down the positioning of the verbal head in its phrase to a single position. 
Cross-linguistically, the type (8d) seems to be at least as sizeable as the two major types SOV 
and SVO since many languages that belong to (8d) are currently classified as SVO, as for 
instance the Slavic language and many other languages with parallel properties. 

(8) a. SOV:  fixed V-positioning: phrase-final  
 b. VSO:  fixed V-positioning: phrase-initial   
 c. SVO:  fixed V-positioning: phrase-initial; obligatory preverbal subject position  
 d.{S,V,O}: variable V-positioning (VHP) 

2. Head-positioning as a predictor of grammatical properties 

In this section, ten candidates for correlates of the positioning of the head within a phrase, 
most notably the verb phrase, are reviewed. Table 1 itemizes the properties for the three 
grammatical options of head-positioning in a phrase, namely initial, final, and variable. The 
"head-initial" column lists the properties of languages with head-initial phrases and an obliga-
tory, pre-verbal subject position, that is, of genuine SVO languages. The properties 3.1 to 3.5 
can – in principle – be tested with any language that differentiates phrases by the lexical cate-
gory of the head. 3.8 to 3.10 are limited to languages with filler-gap constellations due to 
phrasal displacement. 3.6 and 3.7 merely serve as sources of independent evidence for 3.5. 

Table 1 – Grammatical properties in correlation with head-positioning   

 head-initial head-final variable  section 

i. compact head-complement order þ no no 3.1 

ii. head-adjacent preverbal adjuncts  þ no no 3.2 

iii. variable order of nom. arguments no þ þ 3.3 

iv. obligatory subject position þ no no 3.4 

v. auxiliary-and-verb order variation  no þ þ 3.5 

vi. compactness of Aux-V orders no þ no 3.6 

vii. V+V(+V) nominalization  no þ þ 3.7 

viii. positional filler-gap restrictions þ no no 3.8 

ix. interrogative subject left behind  no þ þ 3.9 

x. preverbal interrogatives left behind no þ þ 3.10 
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3.1 Compact head-complement order 

In strictly head-initial phrases (9a,e), the complement immediately follows the head. Interven-
ers such as adverbial phrases are not admitted. The situation is illustrated in (9). There is no 
room for intervening items such as a prepositional phrase (9b,f). In English verb phrases (9a, 
b), but also in German noun phrases (9e,f), which are head-initial phrases, compactness is 
obligatory. In head-final phrases, as for instance (9c,d), or in phrases of the type with variable 
head-positioning (see Slavic below), on the other hand, no such restriction holds (Haider 
2010:12).  

(9) a. He [cut the retaining rope with his knife] 
 b.* He [cut with his knife the retaining rope] 
 c. Er hat [das Absperrseil mit einem Messer durchgeschnitten]VP  German 
  he has the retaining-rope with a knife cut-through 
 d. Er hat [mit einem Messer das Absperrseil durchgeschnitten] 
 e. das [Durchschneiden des Absperrseils mit einem Messer]NP 
      the   cut-through theGen retaining-ropeGen with a knife 
 f.* das [Durchschneiden mit einem Messer des Absperrseils] 

In Dryer's (2013b) survey on the distribution of 'oblique phrases', that is, phrases that function 
most frequently as adjuncts of verbs, the pattern "VXO", with X as the oblique phrase, is not 
attested as a dominant word order. XOV, OXV, and OVX, on the other hand, are well repre-
sented in the sample. Noun phrases have not been studied in this respect.  

Even if the criterion "dominant word order" is too vague,13 the survey provides two relevant 
pieces of cross-linguistic information. First, there is no language attested in which VXO is a 
dominant order, which is in clear contrast to OXV. Second, there are languages, in particular 
Slavic languages, in which VXO is nevertheless an acceptable order. In Dryer's survey, Belo-
russian is listed under 'no dominant word order'. This entails, that VXO is a licit serialization 
in this language in alternation with VOX or XVO. However, Belorussian is representative of 
Slavic languages in this respect, as Polish (see Zabrocki 2016:135), Russian (Kallestinova14 
2007:81), and BCS (Bosnian, Croatian, and Serbian) confirm, which happen to be missing in 
the survey. In strictly head-initial languages, the VXO pattern is absent, but in Slavic lan-
guages, although they are usually listed under "SVO", it is an attested pattern. 

(10)a. Nikola piše često smiješna pisma.   BCS (Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian) 
  Nikola writes often funny letters 
 b. Marek pisał często dziwne listy.             Polish 
  Marek wrote often funny letters 

In sum, compactness of head-complement structures is a criterion for identifying strictly head-
initial phrases as well as for distinguishing them from optionally head-initial ones. Since gen-
uine SVO languages are strictly head-initial, they will feature the compactness property. Lan-
guages with variable head-positioning are optionally head-initial languages. In such lan-

                                                
13 "This means that it is either the only order possible or the order that is more frequently used." (Dryer 2013d). 
If a specific order is characterized as 'dominant', it may be the only admissible order or the more frequent one. 
14 Kallestinova tested 120 native speakers of Russian on order variants. The S-V-Adv-O order has not been rated 
unacceptable. However, the English control group clearly dismissed the V-Adv-O order in English.   
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guages, phrases may intervene between the verbal head and its nominal complement.15 If a 
language which seems to be an SVO language allows SVXO orders, it is either not SVO or 
the SVXO order is an order with the verb in a displaced, that is, fronted position, as in Scan-
dinavian languages. Scandinavian languages are strictly head-initial SVO languages, but with 
a superimposed V2 property, that is, the finite verb gets obligatorily displaced in main claus-
es. Therefore, (11a) apparently contradicts the compactness property. However, the position 
of the verb in (11a) is not the position of the head of the verbal phrase. This is the position of 
"gett" (given) in (11b), and in this position, compactness holds, as the contrast between (11b) 
and (11c) shows. 

(11) a. Eva gav förmodligen inte Oscar några pengar.               Swedish (Börjars et. al. 2003) 
  Eva gave probably not Oscar any money 
  'Eva probably did not give Oscar any money' 
 b. Eva har förmodligen inte gett Oscar några pengar. 
  Eva has probably not given Oscar any money 
 c.*Eva har inte gett ofta Oscar pengar / *Eva har inte gett Oscar ofta pengar.       
   Eva has not given often Oscar money / Eva has not given Oscar often money 

The major class of alleged SVO languages that do not abide by the compactness requirement 
is the class of VHP languages, illustrated here with Slavic languages. Such languages are not 
SVO languages but languages in which the serialization "subject – verb – object" merely hap-
pens to be a frequent variant in the set of possible serialization variants of the verb.16 

3.2 Head-adjacency of left-hand side adjuncts of strictly head-initial phrases 

As already mentioned in section 1.1, adjuncts that precede strictly head-initial phrases are 
subject to a constraint that is absent for adjuncts of other phrases (Haider 2018). The head of 
the adjunct must be adjacent to the phrase it is adjoined to. In SVO languages, this constraint 
applies to preverbal adverbial phrases (12) as well as to prenominal attributes (16).  

(12) a. Il doit être très soigneusement analysée     French 
  it must be very carefully analysed 
 b.*Il doit être avec soin analysée 
  it must be with care analysed 
 c. It must be very carefully analysed17 
 d.*It must be with great care analysed 

                                                
15 SVXO correlates with SVOXO in double object constructions. If adverbials do not intervene between the verb 
and a nominal object, they may not intervene between two nominal objects in double-object constructions either. 
16 Hawkins (2014:135) regards Slavic languages, as for instance Polish, as VO languages and claims at the same 
time that "100 percent of the VO languages have the verb and the object adjacent" (2014:161), which is obvious-
ly wrong, if languages with variable V positioning are counted as VO, as Hawkins does. The WALS sample on 
'obliques' contains only two Slavic languages. Belorussian contradicts the "100 percent" assertion and it is not an 
exception, as Polish (Zabrocki 2016: 135), BCS, or Russian (Kallestinova 2007:81) demonstrates. 
17 Here are results from corpus search: The sequence "should more *ly", with "*" as a joker for a single word, is 
attested in each consulted corpus: BNC: 17, CocA 53, NOW 254. However, a PP in the pre-VP position, such as 
"should with care", "should with great care" is absent. [BNC = British National Corpus (100 million); CocA = 
Corpus of contemporary American English (520 million); NOW = News on the web (5.2 milliard)] 
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The difference between (12a,c) and (12b,d), respectively, is one in terms of form. Semantical-
ly, these adverbial expressions are roughly equivalent. Phonologically and morphologically, 
the deviant version is less complex than the acceptable form. They differ syntactically. In 
(12a,c), the head of the adverbial is adjacent to the noun phrase; in (12b,d) it is not, since the 
adverbial phrase is a prepositional phrase and therefore head-initial. 

In Dryer's (2013b) survey, (12b,d) would count as "XVO". He notes that "the XVO type [...] is 
quite rare; the only known instances are varieties of Chinese." In head-final languages, ad-
verbial phrases typically precede the verb but no such constraint is at work, as Dryer reports: 
"All three types of OV languages are widely attested. Among them, XOV is the most frequent 
on the map (46 languages), OVX next most frequent (44 languages), and OXV least frequent 
(27 languages)."  

The crucial cases are those in which the "X" itself is not a head-final phrase. In strictly head-
final languages, any phrase is head-final. Hence any adverbial phrase will be head-adjacent to 
the phrase it precedes. But, it is easy to allocate languages showing that the adjacency con-
straint is absent for adjuncts of head-final phrases, as for instance Dutch or German, or any 
other OV language that admits postponed phrases: 

(13) a. dat beslissingen [meer dan werd gedacht] door emoties worden gedreven          Dutch             
     that decisions [more than was thought] by emotions are triggered  
 b. dass Entscheidungen [mehr als man dachte] durch Emotionen gesteuert werden 
  that decisions [more than was thought] by emotions triggered are                   German 

In (13), adverbial phrases as well as passive by-phrases precede, but the head of these phrases 
is not adjacent to the verb phrase. In VO, this is excluded, in OV it is normal. Slavic lan-
guages, which are testimonies of VHP languages, pattern like OV and not like VO, that is, 
they admit non-adjacent, preverbal adjuncts (Haider & Szucsich 2018). 

(14) a.  V prošlom godu [gorazdo bol’še (čem Igor’)] vyigrala tol’ko Maša Russian 
  in last year [much more (than Igor)] won only Maša 
 b. Prošle godine je [mnogo više (od Želimira)] radila samo Branka]]  BCS 
  last year has [much more (than Želimir)] worked only Branka 
 c.  W zeszłym roku [dużo więcej (niż Jarek)] pracowała tylko Katarzyna Polish 
    in last year much more (than Jarek) worked only Katarzyna  

Standardly, these languages are filed as SVO. However, they do not pattern like SVO lan-
guages in this respect and others. These are VHP languages, and S-V-O is just one out of a set 
of admissible orders. The adjacency property is a property that identifies strictly head-initial 
languages in general, and in particular, languages with a strictly head-initial verb phrase. 

Prenominal attributes of optionally head-initial noun-phrases behave alike. The head of the 
attribute must be adjacent to the noun phrase, if the attribute precedes and the noun phrase is 
strictly head-initial. In Russian (15a), adjacency does not matter. This shows that the noun 
phrase is not strictly head-initial. In German (15b-d), the noun phrase is strictly head-initial, 
and the attribute must be head-adjacent (15b,c)  

(15) a. [vernyj svoej žene] muž      Russian 
  faithful his wifeDAT man 
  ‘a man faithful to his wife’ 
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 b. ein [seiner Frau treuer] Mann     German 
  a [his wifeDAT faithful] man 
 c. ein [auf seine Frau stolzer] Mann 
  a    [of his wife proud] man 
 d.*ein [stolzer auf seine Frau] Mann 

The adjacency requirement produces collateral effects that have been mentioned already in 
section 1. In strictly head-initial languages, prenominal attributes cannot contain complements 
(16a,c) since these phrases would make the head of the attribute non-adjacent, as illustrated in 
(16). French, a language with prenominal as well as postnominal placement of adjectival at-
tributes, complex attributes are postnominal therefore (16d). In English, such adjective 
phrases are replaced by postnominal appositions (16d).   

 (16) a. un [curieux (*de tout)] homme      French 
  a curiousAGR (about everything) man 
 b. un homme [curieuxAGR de tout] 
  a man curious about everything 
 c. some [ well-known (*to anyone)]AP facts 
 d. some facts, [well-known to anyone] 

In the typological literature, information on the head position of adjectives within complex 
adjective phrases is usually missing. If adjectives are discussed in connection with the relative 
order adjective-noun or noun-adjective, they are not studied as phrases but only as words ac-
companying nouns. This state of imperfect knowledge is aggravated by the equally imperfect 
knowledge of the head position of the noun within the noun phrase. The relevant knowledge 
would be available but it is not standardly gathered in typological descriptions. Consequently, 
cross-linguistic statements about correlations of adnominal adjectives and nouns in relation to 
OV and VO remain indeterminate. Correlations can be found, however, once one zooms in 
into the involved phrases. Here is a correlation: In strictly head-initial languages, complex 
adnominal attributes are postnominal or they cannot be complex. 

The reason is the following: If a language is strictly head-initial, noun phrases and adjective 
phrases are head initial. Hence, the adjacency requirement for adjuncts preceding a head-
initial phrase rules out complex, prenominal adjective phrases, since the complement of the 
adjective would follow the adjective, which precludes adjacency.  

3.3 Variable order of arguments 

Variable versus strict order within a phrase is immediately correlated with the compactness 
property discussed in section 3.1. Compact phrases are strictly ordered. In other words, in 
compact phrases there is no room for order variation. The property that precludes a "VXO" 
order holds not only when X is an adjunct but also when X would be a reordered object. 
Phrases which are not compact feature variable word order for objects as well as for adverbi-
als. This kind of word order variation is also known as ‘scrambling’. This term suggests that a 
given base order gets rearranged. Here, the term is merely used as a label for order variation 
within and among phrases.  Scrambling is absent in head-initial phrases and admitted in head-
final phrases and in phrase with variable head-positioning. 
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Languages in which head-positioning is differentiated by the lexical category of the head, 
such as German, provide immediately contrasting pairs of head-initial and head-final phrases. 
Head-final phrases display variable order; head-initial phrases are strictly ordered. These facts 
clearly indicate that scrambling is a property of phrase structure and not a holistic property of 
languages. German scrambles within the verb phrase, but not within the noun phrase, since 
only the former is head-final while the latter is head-initial. Note that the phrases involved in 
the order variation are morphologically clearly distinguishable. Nevertheless, the pattern 
(17d) is unacceptable. This contrast between verb phrases and noun phrases is the general 
contrast between head-final and head-initial phrases. 

(17) a. [an den Vorsitzenden eine Aufgabe übertragen]VP         German 
  to the chairman a taskAkk assign 
 b. eine Aufgabe an den Vorsitzenden übertragen 
 c. das [Übertragen einer Aufgabe an den Vorsitzenden]NP 

  the assigning a taskGen to the chairman 
 d.*das Übertragen an den Vorsitzenden einer Aufgabe 
  the assigning to the chairman a taskGen  

SVO languages are strictly head-initial languages. Hence, in these languages, word order is 
strict, even if morphology would clearly identify the arguments of a verb. Icelandic is an ap-
propriate example. It is an SVO language with rich case inflection but the word order is strict. 
In (18), dative and accusative are distinctively marked on the nouns. This notwithstanding, 
Dehé (2004: 94) reports that "the inverted order was rejected", i.e. (18b), and it was rejected 
by all her informants, without exception.  

 (18)  a.  Þau sýndu foreldrunum krakkana.     Icelandic 
  They showed parents-DEF-DAT kids-DEF-ACC 
 b.*Þau sýndu krakkana foreldrunum  
  They showed kids-DEF-ACC parents-DEF-DAT  

This situation is in striking contrast with the situation in Slavic languages with their word or-
der freedom on the one hand and their classification as SVO languages on the other hand. So, 
either the correlation between SVO and strict word order or the classification of Slavic lan-
guages is wrong. The criteria discussed in this section converge on the latter. Slavic languages 
are VHP languages, hence the constraints responsible for the strict order in head-initial 
phrases do not apply. Bulgarian is particularly instructive in the following respect. 

Although Bulgarian lacks morphological case marking, the variability of word order in Bul-
garian is as free as in any other Slavic language. The subject and the objects may be serialized 
freely, with the familiar, concomitant effects on information structuring. (19a-c) are just three 
variants (see Avgustinova 1997:127-136) out of the set of grammatically admissible twenty-
four permutations of the three arguments and the verb. They are semantically equivalent but 
differ in information structure, that is, they are felicitous answers to different questions. 

(19) a. Ivan izprati kuklata na decata      Bulgarian 
     Ivan sent dollDef. to childrenDef. 
 b. Kuklata Ivan na decata izprati 
     Ivan sent to childrenDef. dollDef.  
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 c. Izprati na decata kuklata Ivan  
   sent to childrenDef dollDef..Ivan 

In sum, phrase-internal word-order variability is a property of head-final phrases and phrases 
of the VHP type. Head-initial phrases are strictly ordered. Consequently, SVO languages, 
understood as strictly head-initial languages with an obligatory subject preceding the head-
initial verb phrase, are languages with strict word order. Apparent exceptions come from lan-
guages that are misclassified, such as Slavic languages. "Free" word order is not a holistic 
property of a language. It is a property of phrases. In languages with category-dependent dif-
ferences in head-positioning, there are phrases without word order variation, namely the head-
initial ones, and phrase with variation, namely the head-final ones. German is a representative 
instance of this class of languages. 

3.4 Obligatory subject position  

In SVO languages, unlike SOV and VSO languages, the subject is an obligatorily instantiated 
grammatical relation in a clause. There is an obligatory structural position reserved for a sub-
ject and this position must not remain vacant. In SVO, the obligatory subject position pre-
cedes the head position of the verb. The objects follow (20a). In the other types, the subject 
plus the objects uniformly precede (SOV) or follow the verb (VSO). Genuinely subjectless18 
clauses are common in SOV (20b) and in VSO languages such as Syrian Arabic (20c) or Irish 
(McCloskey 1996). In SVO languages, the subject position must not remain genuinely empty 
(20d). 

 (20) a. Here, the subject precedes the verb. 
 b.  Aus diesem Glas wurde nicht getrunken     German 
   out-of this glass was not drunk 
 c.  ma nšarab b ha l-kaseh     Syrian Arabic 
  not drink3sg.Pass out-of this the-glass    (Farhat 1991:178) 
 d.*Out of this glass was not drunk. 

Subject expletives are a reliable indicators of obligatory subject positions. In the absence of a 
subject candidate, the position reserved for the subject in an SVO-type clause must be filled 
with an item whose only grammatical function is to serve as a dummy for a missing subject. 
A subject expletive is typically a personal pronoun, such as French ‚il‘ (21a) or Norwegian 
‚det‘ (21b), or a locative adverbial, such as English 'there' (21c) or Danish ‚der‘ (21d).  

(21) a.  Il a été dormi dans ce lit.  French (Rivière 1981: 42) 
    it has been slept in this bed 
 b. Ofte vart det telefonert. Norwegian (Åfarli 1992:85) 
   often was EXPL telephoned 
 c. Since then, there has been a long decline. 
 d. (at) der blevet danset  Danish (Vikner 1995: 209) 
  (that) there was danced 

                                                
18  "Genuinely subjectless" must not be equivocated with "without a lexical subject", since in null-subject lan-
guages, pronominal subjects are not lexicalized but a subject is (morpho-)syntactically identifiable (see below). 
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German and Dutch are particularly instructive. On the one hand, they are SOV and conse-
quently there is no obligatory subject position. On the other hand, they are V2 languages, with 
an obligatory clause-initial position in declarative clauses. In declarative clauses, this position 
must be filled with an expletive (22a,c) if no other item is placed there. However, these exple-
tive items do not figure as subject expletives in otherwise subjectless clauses (22b,d).  

(22) a. Es wird an einer Lösung gearbeitet.       German 
     EXPL is on a solution worked 
 b. dass (*es) an einer Lösung gearbeitet wird      
  that (EXPL) on a solution worked is 
 c. Er wordt aan een snelle oplossing gewerkt.     Dutch 
  EXPL is on a quick solution worked 
 d. dat aan een snelle oplossing gewerkt wordt 
  that on a quick solution worked is 

Another instructive combination of two typological traits is the combination of SVO and the 
null-subject property.19 The latter property eliminates pronouns as candidates for subject ex-
pletives, since in null-subject languages, unstressed subject pronouns are obligatorily omitted 
and expletives are always unstressed. Romance languages provide a good example. 

The majority of Romance languages are null-subject SVO languages. As a consequence, the 
standard passive is not applicable to intransitive verbs since this would result in a subjectless 
clause (23a,b). French, however, does not share the null-subject property and therefore a pro-
noun can serve as an expletive (23c). In at least one null-subject Romance language, viz. in 
Venetian, a regional vernacular spoken in the northeast of Italy, a locative pronoun has been 
recruited as an expletive subject and consequently, intransitive verbs may get passivized in 
this language (23d). 

(23) a.*Fue trabajado duro aquí.      Spanish 
   was worked hard here 
 b.*È stato dormito bene in questo letto.    Italian 
   has been slept well in this bed 
 c. Il a été dormi dans ce lit.       French       
  EXPL has been slept in this bed      (Rivière 1981:42) 
 d. Z'è stà parlà de ti.       Venetian 
  there has been spoken about you 

In sum, expletive subjects in otherwise subjectless constructions are reliable identifiers of 
SVO languages. In this type of languages, genuinely subjectless sentences do not exist. If a 
language allows genuinely subjectless sentences, it cannot be an SVO language.  

Slavic languages, once more, are an instructive set of languages. They have been classified as 
SVO. However, the appropriate classification is not SVO but variable head-positioning 
(VHP). Slavic languages allow subjectless clauses without expletive subjects. This is incom-

                                                
19 In languages with this property, unstressed pronominal subjects are omitted. Superficially, clauses that other-
wise would have a pronominal subject appear to be subjectless. Syntactically, they are not subjectless. The sub-
ject is null subject pronoun.  
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patible with SVO but expected for languages with flexible head-positioning. Here are perti-
nent examples from Russian (24). 

(24) a.  Za granicej ne bylo opublikovano takix statej.20    Russian 
     beyond border NEG wereNEUT publishedNEUT such articlesGEN 
  ‘There weren’t any such articles published abroad.’ 
 b. Borisu bylo ne istratit' tak mnogo deneg na sebja.  
     BorisDAT   wasN.SG NEG spendINF so much moneyACC on self 
     'It was not (in the cards) for Boris to spend so much money on himself.' 

Norwegian, on the other hand, demonstrates how the full grammatical potential is tapped 
when it comes to filling the subject position in an SVO language (Taraldsen 1979:49; Lødrup 
1991:127). The filler for the obligatory preverbal subject position may be the direct object 
(25a), turned into a derived subject. In (25b), the so-called pseudo-passive, the complement of 
the prepositional object is turned into a subject. Eventually, in (25c) the subject position is 
filled with a dummy subject in spite of there being available candidates for the role of a syn-
tactic subject. (25d) is unacceptable since the subject position would not be filled. This is true 
for main clauses as well as embedded ones. 

(25) a. (at) frimerker ble klistret på brevet.      Norwegian 
          (that) stamps were pasted on letterDEF 
 b. (at) brevet ble klistret frimerker på. 
     (that) letterDEF was pasted stamps on 
 c. (at) det ble klistret frimerker på brevet. 
     (that) EXPL was pasted stamps on letterDEF. 
 d.*(at) ble klistret frimerker på brevet. 

In sum, the obligatory presence of an unequivocal expletive subject is an SVO identifier. On 
the other hand, a language cannot be of the SVO type if it admits genuinely subjectless finite 
clauses. The standard passive applied to an intransitive verb produces a subjectless verb. If the 
result is grammatical in the absence of a subject expletive, the language is not an SVO lan-
guage. Note that this criterion is not affected by the null-subject property. In either case, a 
subjectless SVO clause is unacceptable since a null-subject cannot serve as an expletive. This 
is exemplified by Romance languages. This kind of fine-grained structural constraints on pas-
sive constructions easily escape typological surveys. 

3.5 Order variation between auxiliaries and the main verb in a clause 

In VO languages, auxiliaries typically precede the main verb while in OV they follow. As for 
the grammatical source of this correlation, Dryer (2009: 204) frankly admits: “The primary 
conclusion is that there is no obvious explanation for why auxiliary verbs tend to precede the 
main verb in VO languages but follow in OV languages.” However, there is a source and the 
source is the canonical directionality of verbs in a given language. 

Dryer has been confused by the fact that typologists tend to classify auxiliaries as "modifiers" 
and therefore they expect them to pattern like modifiers, what they don't. They pattern the 

                                                
20 Alternatively, there is a variant with a subject. In this variant, the genitive of (23a) is a nominative, with the 
concomitant agreement relations. 
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way governing verbs pattern. Syntactically, auxiliaries are governing items since they deter-
mine the grammatical form of the verbs they combine with. English is a convenient example. 
It is the auxiliary that determines whether the dependent verb is an infinitive, a participle, or 
suffixed by "-ing".  

That auxiliaries are governors is Gunnar Bech's (1955) original insight, who explicitly em-
phasizes the parallel between case government and "status government". The "status" of the 
dependent verb (e.g. participial or infinitival or aspectual form) is determined by the govern-
ing (auxiliary) verb. The order patterns reflect the directionality property of verbal govern-
ment. Consequently, OV correlates with V-before-Aux and VO correlates with Aux-before-V. 
The canonical government direction of verbal government, that is, the selection of the gram-
matical form of the head of the complement, is uniform in each case. What is different is the 
governee. 

A typologically relevant issue is the variability of these order patterns since variability imme-
diately correlates with the respective word order type. If a language allows order variation for 
auxiliaries, the language cannot be an SVO language. In other words, in SVO languages, the 
order of an auxiliary verb relative to the main verb is invariant. The auxiliary precedes the 
main verb. Order variation is found in OV languages (26) and in VHP languages (27). For this 
reason, the order variability may serve as a feature for distinguishing SVO languages from 
apparent SVO language, that is, languages with variable V-positioning for which S-V-O hap-
pens to be a frequent serialization pattern. 

Variable positioning of auxiliaries is well-attested for Indo-European SOV languages (26). 
Alternative positions may be available for the very same auxiliary, as in Dutch and German 
(26a,b), or positions may vary with the kind of auxiliary, as in Persian (26c,d). While the aux-
iliary for passive obligatorily follows (26c), the future tense auxiliary (26d) obligatorily pre-
cedes (Goldberg 2002, §6.1). 

(26) a. dat hij niets gezien heeft / heeft gezien     Dutch 
  that he nothing seen has / has seen  
 b. dass ich es nie beantworten würde können / beantworten können würde German 
  that I it never answer would be-able-to/ answer be-able-to would 
 c. ānhā gošude šodænd         Persian 
  they openedPast-Partic. became3P  ('They were opened') 
 d. ānhā gošude xāhænd šod        
   they openPast-Partic. FUT-3rd become  (‘They will be opened’) 

Uncontroversial SVO languages, that is, languages that meet all the other criteria of the head-
initial column in Table 1, do not admit order variation for auxiliaries. If there is order varia-
tion in an alleged SVO language, this language arguably is a VHP language. A case in point is 
the Slavic language family (27). 

(27) a.  We wtorek poukładać musisz w szafie. Polish 
   on Tuesday tidy-up must2nd.sg. in wardrobe 
 b.  We wtorek musisz poukładać w szafie. 
 c.  Sutra pospremiti moramo samo našu sobu.  B/C/S 
   tomorrow tidy-up must1st.pl. only our room 
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 d.  Sutra moramo pospremiti samo našu sobu. 
 e.  Zavtra ubirat’ budem v Izmajlovskom parke. Russian 
   tomorrow tidy-up shall1st.pl. in Izmajlovo Park 
 f.  Zavtra budem ubirat’ v Izmajlovskom parke. 

The positioning of the auxiliary relative to the dependent verb parallels the positioning of the 
verbal head relative to its objects, in so far as the relative order is variable or not. 

3.6 Compactness of V-aux orders 

In languages with head-initial VPs, adverbs may be interspersed between stacked VPs. The 
English example (28a) by Quirk et als. (1986:495, §8.20) presents an adverb in front of each 
of the four verbal heads of the four stacked verb phrases. In an SOV clause structure such as 
in German (28b), these adverbs precede the whole sequence of verbs. Any interpolation of 
adverbs into the canonically ordered sequence of verbs in (28b) would render the clause 
strongly deviant. This compactness property of the sequence of verbs is a property of head-
final languages only. In head-initial languages, each verb is the head of a verbal phrase, and 
each verb phrase may be modified by preceding adverbials. 

(28) a. The new theory certainly may possibly have indeed been badly formulated 
 b. ob es unter Umständen vielleicht tatsächlich schlecht [formuliert worden sein könnte] 
  whether it under circumstances perhaps indeed badly [formulated been be could] 
  'whether it possibly could perhaps have been badly formulated' 

In head-final languages, the verbs of a single clause obligatorily 'cluster' and these clusters do 
not leave any room for intervening non-verbal items, except for particles of particle verbs. 
This is the grammatical source of the compactness property.  

Clustering, in brief and without further explication (for an explicit analysis see Haider 
2015:87), is a grammatical way of avoiding stacked, centre-embedded verbal phrases in head-
final languages. Such an structure, unwelcome for the parser, would be unavoidable if each 
verb was the head of a separate, head-final verb phrase. Instead, there is a single VP with 
clustered verbs. As discussed in section 3.1, a head-final VP is not compact with respect to 
object-verb sequence. Therefore, adverbs may intervene between objects and the verb cluster, 
but not within a cluster. The cluster is compact, but the head-final verb phrase is not. 

3.7 V+V(+V) nominalization 

This property is a sequel of the verb clustering property. It is listed here mainly because it 
provides independent evidence for the clustering property of the head-final verbs in SOV 
clauses. Verb clusters may be the input of word formation processes. Word formation pro-
cesses operate on word-level items and a cluster is a complex unit of word-level items, name-
ly verbs. Since the cluster is the result of adjoining verbs to verbs, that is, word-level catego-
ries to word-level categories, the category of a verb cluster is a word-level category, too, as 
illustrated by a 3-verb cluster in (29). Crucially, clusters are not morphological compounds 
but syntactic units.21 Compounds cannot be separated by syntactic displacement rules, but 

                                                
21 The same type of head+head clustering structure is known from separable particle verbs, as syntactic units. 
Particle verbs with separable particles are complex lexical items, consisting of a verb and a particle that precedes 
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clusters can. For instance, in V2-languages, the position of the finite verb alternates between 
the clause-final position in the cluster and the displaced position in the clause-initial region. 
Particles of particle verbs are stranded in the clause-final base position of a displaced finite 
verb in the Germanic OV languages.  

(29) [[[v° v°]v° v°]v° 

If a language provides a conversion rule for converting items of the category verb into items 
of the category noun, this type of nominalization-by-category-conversion will not only be 
applicable to single verbs but also to verbal clusters: 

(30) a.  singenV° - das SingenN°        German 
  to singInf - the singing 
 b. das [[Befolgen müssen]N° von Anweisungen]NP 

  the [[complyInf mustInf.] of instructions] 
  'the need to comply with instructions' 
 c. zingenV° - het zingenN°       Dutch 
  to singInf. - the singing 
 d. het [[moeten laten zien]N° van het witte doekje]NP 

  the [[mustInf. letInf. seeInf] of the white piece-of-cloth] 
  'the obligation to let (someone) inspect the white little piece of cloth'  

Although such a phenomenon is not expressly studied in typological surveys, for obvious rea-
sons, it is not difficult to find testimonies in OV languages and in VHP languages. Japanese is 
a strictly head-final language, therefore the verbs of a simple clause cluster. The following 
example (32b) is an instance of clause union22 with a nominalized cluster. 

 (31) a. [tegami-wo [kak-i - wasure]-ru/ta]VP
23

     Japanese 
         letter-Acc [write-inf - forget] -Present/Past 
 b. [tegami-no/*wo [kak-i -wasure]]-waNom]NP 

   letter-Gen/*Acc write forget  (‘the forgetting of the writing of a letter’) 

As for languages with variable V-positioning, the head-final position is one of the various 
options. The selection of the head-final position for verbs in a simple clause is the trigger for 
clustering. Hence a clustering option is expected in these languages, and as a consequence 
cluster nominalization. Hungarian, a language with variable verb positioning (Kenesei et. als. 
1998) confirms this prediction, as Bartos (2004) shows, who was the first to study the phe-
nomenon of nominalized verb clusters in detail in Hungarian. 

3.8 Positional restrictions on filler-gap relations 

Restrictions show for phrases fronted to the clause-initial position in languages that employ 
phrasal displacement in interrogative, comparative or relative clauses, and in some languages 

                                                                                                                                                   
in OV-languages such as English put-by/on/off/up or follows in VO-languages such as German an/aus/ein/mit/-
zu/machen (on/out/in/with/at put).  
22  In German, clause union in combination with clustering is an option for many verbs that otherwise combine 
with a clausal infinitival complement. Here is an example with the verb 'forget': 
 i. Abzuschließen vergessen wurden die TürenNom nicht. 
    to-lock forgotten were the doors not 
23 These examples have been kindly provided to me by Masayuki Oishi (p.c.). 
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also in declarative clauses. Germanic languages, for instance, are V2-languages and so, they 
front phrases in declarative (32a) as well as in interrogative clauses (32b). In each case, there 
is a filler-gap relation between the fronted item as the filler and is its canonical position as the 
gap, indicated by "--" in (32). 

(32) a. Ingenting ska jag göra -- imorgon      Swedish 
  nothing shall I do tomorrow 
 b. Vad ska du göra -- imorgon?        
  What will you do tomorrow 

The filler-gap relation is grammatically constrained. One of these constraints is a good indica-
tor of an SVO clause structure. Since it is absent in SOV and in VHP languages, it discrimi-
nates between genuine SVO languages and putative SVO language, such as the VHP lan-
guages.  

The constraint is as follows. The gap must be within the directionality domain of a (verbal) 
head. In SVO, this domain excludes the pre-verbal subject position, since the dependent items 
follow the verb. In SOV, VSO, and in languages with variable positioning, subjects as well as 
objects are within the respective domains of the verbs. In SOV, subjects and objects precede, 
in VSO they follow, and in the VHP type, the directionality domain includes preceding as 
well as following items. As a consequence, fronting an item out of a subject constituent is 
unacceptable in SVO, but not in languages of the other types.  

(33) a. What should I avoid [saying --]?  
 b.*What should [saying --] be avoided? 
 c. I invited more people than she had asked me to [invite --]. 
 d.*I invited more people than [to invite --] was reasonable. 

In (33a,b), the clause-initial 'what' is related to a gap position. This relation is blocked when-
ever the gap position is inside the preverbal subject phrase (33b). In (33c,d), the filler of  the 
gap is the target of comparison24 and the relation is blocked in (33d), for the same reason as in 
(33c). In OV languages such as German, such a subject-object discrepancy does not exist. 

(34) a. Wen hätte [-- dazu zu überreden] sie zu viel Zeit gekostet?       German
  who would-have [to-it to persuade] her too much time costed 
 b. Er hat schließlich mehr Leute eingeladen als [-- dazu einzuladen] sinnvoll war. 
  he has finally more people invited than [-- at-it to-invite] reasonable was 

The following well-known property of Slavic languages is instructive for more than one rea-
son. First, it confirms that Slavic languages do not pattern like SVO languages with respect to 
filler-gap relations, and second, it shows that the gap may even be within a prenominal con-
stituent of a noun phrase, which is also known as 'left-branch extraction'. 

Whoever files Slavic languages as SVO languages, falsely predicts the typical pre- vs- post-
verbal asymmetry for filler-gap relations. Left-branch extractions are predicted to be accepta-
ble only for gap-phrases in postverbal positions but excluded when a gap-phrase is in a pre-
verbal position.  
                                                
24 In English, it is a null pronoun, like in some relative clauses:  
    i. the people [ who I talked [to --]] 
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(35) a. Kakuju Ivan [ -- mašinu] kupil svoej žene?     Russian 
  which Ivan [ -- car] bought his wife 
  ('Which car did Ivan buy for his wife?') 
 b. Japonskuju Ivan [ -- mašinu] kupil svoej žene. 
  Japanese Ivan [-- car] bought his wife 
 c. Koju Petar [ -- knjigu] daje svojoj ženi?     B/C/S 
  which Petar [-- book] gives his wife  
 d. Jaki Jarek [ -- samochód] kupił swojej żonie.    Polish 
  which Jarek [ -- car] bought his wife 

In each example in (35), the gap-containing phrase is preverbal. Nevertheless, each construc-
tion is acceptable, given an appropriate context for the information structure effect of the par-
ticular word order with a preverbal object. The respective grammars of these languages do not 
rule out such a construction. These structures are well-formed since both, the verb phrase as 
well as the noun phrase is VHP. Hence the gap is in the directionality domain of the head and 
the filler-gap relation is well-formed. 

3.9 Interrogative subjects left behind 

This phenomenon is directly related with the issue of the preceding section since it singles out 
the preverbal subject position in SVO. In SVO languages that front only a single interrogative 
phrase in question constructions and leaves all other interrogatives in their positions, an inter-
rogative subject must not be 'left behind'. English (36) is representative. This restriction is 
absent in SOV and in languages with variable verb positioning, that is in VHP languages. 

(36) a.  Who experienced what?  –   It is unclear [who experienced what] 
 b.*What did who experience?  – *It is unclear [what who experienced] 

In a language with a head-final verb phrase (37) or one with variable head positioning (38), 
the subject has no priority for the clause initial position in interrogative clauses. Both patterns 
are attested in corpora. 

(37) a. Was hat wen schockiert? –  Es ist unklar, was wen schockiert hat.         German 
  what has who shocked –  it is unclear what who shocked has 
 a. Wen hat was schockiert? –  Es ist unklar, wen was schockiert hat.          
  who has what shocked –  it is unclear who what shocked has 

 (38) a.  Kdo ho kde viděl je nejasné?                  Czech  
  who himClitic where saw is unclear     (Toman 1981: 298) 
 b. Kde ho kdo viděl je nejasné?       
  where himCLITIC who saw is unclear 
 c.  Ko je koga vidio?        Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian 
  who is whom seen ('Who has seen whom?') 
  d. Koga je ko vidio? 
  whom is who seen 

In the unacceptable patterns in (36b), an interrogative subject in the canonical position for a 
subject is preceded by another interrogative item. The ensuing deviance is a characteristic 
property of SVO languages. In SOV (37b) and in VHP languages (38), interrogative subjects 
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are not privileged over non-subjects. An interrogative subject may precede or it may follow 
another interrogative phrase which is placed in a fronted position. 

3.10 Preverbal interrogative adverbial phrases left behind 

This property is a correlate of the adjacency property of adjuncts discussed in section 3.2, in 
the context of multiple-interrogative constructions. In SVO languages, there is no room for an 
interrogative item in the position of a preverbal adjunct. The interrogative variant of the pre-
verbal adjunct of (39a) is unacceptable in this position in a multiple question (39b). In fact, 
there exists no acceptable alternative serialization of (39b) at all25 since fronting the adjunct as 
in (39c) would leave the interrogative subject behind, which would turn the result deviant for 
the reason discussed in the preceding section.  

(39) a. This has therefore/very often proven to be a good strategy. 
 b.*What has why/how often proven to be a good strategy? 
 c.*Why/How often has what proven to be a good strategy? 

A further restriction applies to a subclass or adverbial interrogatives. This order restriction 
holds for "how" and "how x" (with x as a variable other items such as "often", "many", 
"much", or dimension adjectives), as well as for 'why'. These adverbials have in common that 
what they ask for is semantically of a higher type than the semantic type of interrogative pro-
nouns like 'who', 'what', 'when' or 'where'.26 Higher type interrogatives must precede the ca-
nonical position of the verb. Consequently, such an expression cannot follow the verb in SVO 
or VHP languages. (40a,b) illustrates this property for English. 

(40) a.*(I don't know) who saw this film how often. 
 b.*(I don't know) who quitted his job why. 

In SOV languages and in VHP languages, the restriction on the preverbal positioning (39b) is 
absent. So, this property may be adduced for distinguishing SVO languages from languages 
with variable verb positioning (provided these languages employ fronting in interrogative 
constructions). If an interrogative adjunct may occur between the subject and the finite verb, 
the language cannot be an SVO language. 

As a consequence, in multiple questions, a subject interrogative plus a higher-order adverbial 
interrogative cannot co-occur in the same simple clause in SVO languages. If the adverbial 
interrogative is fronted, the subject is left behind (40c), which is unacceptable. If, on the other 
hand, the subject interrogative comes first, there is no well-formed serialization available for 
the adverbial interrogative. It is unacceptable in the postverbal position (40) as well as in the 
preverbal position (39b). 

If Slavic languages were SVO languages, they ought to pattern like uncontroversial SVO lan-
guages in this respect. Russian is an apt test case since this Slavic language does not obligato-
rily front all question items in multiply interrogative clauses. (41a) shows that the grammati-
cally well-formed position is the preverbal position. Sentences with higher-order interrogative 
                                                
25 An acceptable paraphrase of the intended utterance is a coordination of two simple questions: "What has prov-
en a good strategy, and how often?" 
26 "Who", "what", "when", "where" quantify over elementary entities, that is, individuals, points of time and 
place. "Why" and "how" quantify over sets (of sets). 'How often, for instance, asks for the cardinality of a set of 
events. 
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adverbials in the postverbal position (41b) are ill-formed, as expected. In this case, as in (40), 
the finite verb would not be in the scope domain. Unlike in strictly head-initial languages, 
higher-order interrogative adverbials occur in the position immediately preceding the verb 
phrase (41). This separates VHP language from SVO languages. 

(41) a. Mne interesno, kakoj fil’m Boris kak často smotrel    Russian 
         me interests which film Boris how often saw 
 b.*Mne interesno, kakoj fil’m Boris smotrel kak často 
         me interests which film Boris saw how often (40b) is instructive for another reason.  

(40b) also indicates that the verb position in (40b) is a canonical verb position and not a dis-
placed position for a finite verb. In verb second languages, the fronted finite verb is in a dis-
placed position and therefore it may precede this kind of adverbial interrogatives27 without 
affecting the acceptability of the construction.  

4. Outcomes 

With respect to the positioning of the head of a phrase, the type of variable head-positioning 
should be acknowledged as a type of phrasal organization in addition to the two standardly 
assumed types: 

• head-final (= right peripheral) 
• head-initial  (= left peripheral) 
• variable  (= peripheral or non-peripheral) 

Heads have their canonical position either in a fixed peripheral position or their positioning is 
not constrained and therefore variable (variably head positioning = VHP). Phrases with a 
fixed head position are either head final or head initial. These three possibilities of head-
positioning amount to three different types of phrase structures.  

In many languages, head-positioning within phrases is uniform across all phrasal heads. Con-
sequently, these languages are uniformly head initial, uniformly head final, or uniformly vari-
able. In some languages, head positioning differs along the categories of heads. A well-known 
case is that of languages with a head-final verb phrase and head-initial noun phrases. Equally 
well-known are languages in which the head-positioning of verb phrases and particle phrases 
(PPs) diverge, such as SOV languages with prepositional phrases. In general, the position of 
the head within its phrase correlates with a wide range of syntactic properties and is therefore 
a good predictor for the entailed properties.  

• The order VXO, with X as an adverbial modifier and V in its canonical position, is absent 
in SVO languages but not in VHP languages (3.1).  

• Adjuncts preceding a head-initial verb phrase or a head-initial noun phrase are obligatorily 
head-adjacent in SVO. In VHP or in strictly head-final SOV (3.2) there is no adjacency re-
quirement. 

                                                
27  i. Wer wird wie oft applaudieren? (Who shall how often applaud?)  German 
 ii. Wer applaudierte wie oft -- ?  (Who applauded how often?) 
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• The relative serialization of subject and objects is invariable in SVO but variable in VHP 
and in SOV, especially when the grammatical functions are distinctively marked (3.3). 

• Subjectless clauses obligatorily contain a subject expletive in SVO but not in VHP or SOV 
(3.4). 

• Filler-gap constructions cannot relate the filler to a gap in a preverbal phrase in SVO, but 
they can in VHP and SOV (3.8). 

• If interrogative phrases are fronted to the clause initial position, a subject interrogative must 
not be left behind in SVO, but it may in VHP and SOV (3.9). 

• If interrogative phrases are fronted to the clause initial position, an adverbial interrogative 
of a semantically higher type must not be left behind in the position preceding the canonical 
position of the verb in SVO, but it may in VHP and SOV (3.9). 

It is important to precisely define and differentiate syntactic types in terms of their core syn-
tactic properties. It is equally important to avoid misclassifications of languages. Misclassified 
languages pollute the data base and weaken the predictive power of type assignments. A ma-
jor source of misclassifications is the commingling of SVO-languages and languages with 
variable head positioning.  

In many syntactic respects, SVO languages are more tightly constrained than VHP or SOV 
languages. If VHP languages, such as for instance the Slavic languages, are mistaken for SVO 
languages, the clear-cut syntactic profile of the SVO type suffers and loses much of its predic-
tive power since VHP languages lack most of the core properties of SVO languages.  
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